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"What are you an expert on?" asked the Honorary Secretary of the
AAGBI when I arrived for my first Council Meeting in 1980. "l need to
allocate you to one of our committees", As neither of us was able to
think of any area in which I possessed expeftise I was allocated to fill
a vacancy on the International Relations Committee (lRC),

The work of the committee at that time focussed on reports from
anaesthetists in some of the poorest countries in the world describing

the difficult conditions in which they worked who were seeking help
and advice from the AAGBI

It soon became obvious that the gulf in anaesthesia services
between rich and poor countries was not only extremely wide but
becoming progressively wider, In many countries anaesthesia
was not a recognised medical specialty and was administered by
nurses or clinical officers working under the supervision of surgeons,
Equipment was generally inadequate, largely consisting of discarded
draw over systems or superannuated Boyles machines which relied
on frequent attention from ingenious local enthusiasts,
Attempts to introduce sophisticated modern anaesthetic machines to
isolated hospitals in poor countries had proved disastrous, Although
donated at huge expense they were totally unsuited to the local
environment. lrregularities in the supply of electricity and oxygen and
the absence of suitably skilled electronic engineers usually meant
that they could not be used, They were rapidly consigned to the

storerooms of African hospitals, which soon became notorious as
the graveyard of anaesthesia equipment, a seemingly unstoppable
process which conlinues unabated to this day.
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In these difficult circumstances the local staff were doing a sterling
job in providing any service at all, but morale was low and help a long
way off, lt was against this background that the IRC were requested
to find affordable solutions to these seemingly intractable problems.
In the absence of oxygen cylinders draw over anaesthesia seemed the
only viable option for inhalational anaesthesia, lt had long been out of
fashion in the UK although was still in use in the armed forces where
the Tri-service apparatus had proved invaluable,l lt was, however,
seldom being taught in British hospitals although demonstrations
werb still given by a few enthusiastic consultants including Dr Tom
Boulton in Reading and Dr Mike Dobson in Oxford.

During the 1 980' s interest in the anaesthesia in the developing world

became more widespread. Courses on 'Anaesthesia in Developing
Countries' were introduced in Bristol byDrZorab and in Oxford by Dr
Dobson and these were heavily oversubscribed by applicants from
the UK and overseas,

19BB saw the tormation of the World Anaesthesia Society, a group

of those interested in promoting anaesthesia in difficult situations
with Dr Michael Dobson as its first president and in 1989 the World
Anaesthesia Newsletter made its first appearance with lain Wilson
as editor,
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Disclaimer: This article tries to explain tax issues for anaesthesia
trainees and where more information can be found, The authors are
not trained tax advisors. Both the authors and the AAGBI are not able to

offer professional tax advice, and will not accept responsibility for any
liabilities, Contact a professional tax advisor or Her Majesty's Revenue
& Customs for more information.

Survey Results
71 % respondents stated that they had pay or tax issues at some time.
In their most recent posI, 44% of trainees who responded had pay
issues and 56% had tax issues. The main problems werei emergency
tax code, wrong tax code and delay in the issue of a P45, Tax issues
varied from t40O to t1 0,000

23 of BO trainees (29%) had student loans of which 15 (65%) had
problems with loan deductions each time they rotated. 94% oI
the trainees said pay or tax has not been explained during hospital
induction, 61% said they would benefit from a payroll department
presentation explaining pay and tax on each induction,
This survey demonstrated that many trainees are having difficulties with
their tax each time they rotate to a different hospital. As a result, we will
try to explain tax codes, how to check you are on the rlght code, what
you can claim as tax deductable income, how to check your pay scale
is correct, and how to rectify issues.

Rates of pay
Don't be fooled into thinking that "rates of pay" on your payslip relates
to your pay scale. This nu,pber is your basic pay (before banding) and
increases with increasing years of experience. To check you are on the
correct pay scale, look at the table on page 13 of the 201 O Pay Circular,
available
http://www,nhsemployers,org/Aboutus/Publications/
PayCirculars/Documents/Pay%2OCircular MD_1_1 0.pdf

at

Tax codes
The tax year runs from April 6th to April Sth. Your tax code is made of
numbers and a letter. Multiplying the number by 10 gives your total
earnings before you pay tax. The letter 'L' usually follows this number,
which means you are eligible for personal allowances. You only receive
personal allowances on your first job (i.e. any locum work or second
job will not be eligible for personal allowances). The standard code is
B1 OL

The code 'D0' means all income is taxed aI 40%. This should be used
for locum work, when your total earnings exceed Ihe 40% tax bracket.
'Df is used for earnings in a second job to be taxed at 50%, The code
'BR' stands for Basic Rate, when all earnings are taxed at 20%, This

is often used when you change jobs and haven't yet received a P45
for your previous job and have not completed a P46 prior to the flrst
payday.
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